
INEFFICIENT BUDGETARY CONTROL CRITICIZED

"We are not masters of the

budget. It — because it follows

every ~trend, no
bad This

i MUST change.'

The joint faculties Budget

Priorities Committee released

a report Friday highly

critical of the University

Administration's present

policies of management and
budget control.

According to chairman Dr.

Clay Ross, the Committee —
Mr. Don Armentrout, Mr. Jim
Banks, Mrs. Edna Evans of
the Seminary and Drs. Art

Schaeffer and Gerald Smith of

the College — thus took the

"strongest and most honest"
stand to date.

The Committee is openly
critical of what it calls "at

best erratic" budgetary

control. The report states that

there are no cash, purchases,

future renovations and

budgets. It cites

"unrealistically optimistic"

projected • Hospital revenues

and gift incomes as an
important cause of the year

end deficits.

Incomes from gifts and
unrestricted endowment,
according to the report, are not
rationally allocated but held in

a"kitty"to cover the combined
deficits of all operating units —

the report states is

t to allocating the

Real Problems

Dr. Ross emphasized that
the problems outlined in the
report are not simply problems
of forms or organization. He
believes they have real

financial impact. Ross pointed
as an example to the "surprise"
deficit that surfaced last

"The Committee was told

beforehand it was going to

happen," said Ross, "and so

was Dr. Bennett. The Vice-

Chancellor pooh-poohed the

idea to the Regents, said the

man (former Chief Accountant
Mr. Lansing Johansen) didn't

know what he was talking

about. As a result, no steps

were taken to prevent or

reduce the deficit."

The report goes on to

(cont. on p. 51
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Tuckaway Renovation Planned

due for renovation

An undisclosed sum of

money has been given by Mrs.

Brownlee Currey of Nashville

Tuckaway Inn dormitory.

complete renovation," said

Dean Mary Cushman. It will

include installing fire doors,

new room doors, carpeting,

bathrooms in the basement,
accoustical tiles, new
plumbing, and a kitchen;

replacing temporary partitions

with permanent walls;

DOCTORS EVALUATE HOSPITAL
by Tom Scarritt

e are in a critical

w. I hope very

much that it will be resolved

within the month," stated Dr.

Fletcher Stuart, Chief of

Medical Staff, concerning the

personnel problems at Emeral
Hodgson Hospital.

Much controversy has arise

hospital staff. There ai

presently only thre

physicians. The hospital

currently facing financii

Alumni Support Is Average
by Mary Cupp

Operatio Task Force is a

' program designed to boost

the level of alumni giving.

The program, according to

Mr. George B. Elliott, President

of the Associated Alumni,

"grew out of our belief that

annual giving lies in faulty

The program's goal is a .

five per cent increase in Alumni

giving each year for the next

five years.

Twenty-four per cent of

Sewanee 's alumni give

annually. Mr. Marcus Oliver.

the situation.

1976 Homecoming was one

of the first steps. Mr. Elliott

invited all alumni and sent

out a survey for alumni

opinions. He then requested

that each alumnus make a gift

difficulties and personality

problems among
administration and staff.

The hospital, a $1,375,000

facility completed last May,
lost more than $80,000 last

In an effort to curb the

deficit, the Board of Directors

of the Hospital recommended
that an efficiency study be

made. An evaluation by
Brookwood Hospitals Inc., a

Birmingham consulting firm,

revealed that the hospital was
overstaffed. Subsequently, six

hospital aides have been

of

irgest iin
( ;

Di Alu

said, "The key words are

'relatively poor.' Twenty-four

per cent is distinctly average.

It's not poor, but Sewanee

thinks of itself as better than

average. So why not be a

national leader in support?"

In the spring of 1976,

the Alumni leaders decided to

do something about the

"average" giving. After

studying other schools, they

created a program to improve

1200 surveys have been

collected. (8000 were sent

out). Money also came in.

Pledges alone amounted to

$56 ,220. Checks totaled

$12,958.84. Additional pledges

with checks came to

$21,002.83. The grand total

was $90,182.
So far the results of the

program look
AiuTT i donatio

t this

figures are not complacency-

building. We are not home free

yet." This is the i

nursery cut back.

Some doctors expressed
concern over the length of the
evaluation. Dr. Arthur
Berryman stated, "The
evaluation took less than a day.

That is a bit hasty." Dr. Stuart

called the report "limited, but
not far off the mark."

Dr. Dudley Fort recently

resigned from the staff of
Emerald-Hodgson, leaving only
three physicians practicing in

Sewanee. The hospital now has

no doctor with surgical

privileges.

The patient census has
recently been averaging

thirteen or fourteen a day in a

thirty-two bed facility.

Dr. Fort suggested that part

of the problem results from
hospital administration. "The
census is not the problem.
Physicians and administrators

are not getting along."

Fort called the atmosphere

(cont. on p. 5)

repainting

the nnrt

Can

iproving the heating system.
It's the same sort of thing

Hat was done in Cleveland and
." said Dean Cushman.
ording to Dean Douglas

, it was originally hoped
the money for the

from the Major Renovations
Fund. This fund, however, has

recently been "almost

depleted." The project being

very costly, it was put off until

th e grant came from Mrs.

Dean Cushman said, "Noise

has been one of the biggest

complaints of the occupants."

Senior Jeff Runge, a Tuckaway
resident, agreed: "The sound
problem is the worst." Runge
claimed that a pin dropped on
the floor in the basement could

be heard on the top floor.

Runge also mentioned the

heating problem, particularly

the present location of the

thermostat: it is now placed

over the boiler; when the boiler

? Ih.-fT tat

60 degrees Farenheit or below

Runge suggested adding

insulation. "I think the

architect told the deans that

thei any

when the water

cut off in the middle of a

shower. "The plumbing
definitely needs repairing or

replacing," said one present

Runge is also concerned

about whether or not the

renovation plans are actually

.going to be carried

"There's always

rip. 2)
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D. A. PROPOSES FOUR BILLS
by Mike Edingtf

Although ot enough
present to

constitute a quorum at last

Thursday's meeting of the

Delegate Assembly , four

potentially controversial bills

were proposed. Each proposal,

if passed, will affect every

University student.

The proposals are as

follows a request to the

Faculty to abolish the 13-

point grading system ; a

complete prohibition of

cigarette smoking in Gailor

dining hall, the establishment

of 24-hour common rooms in

University dorms; and the

enforcement of the DA's
constitutional right to require

all student organizations on
campus to be sanctioned or

chartered by the Delegate

Assembly.
In reference to this last

proposal, Speaker of the DA
Billy Dubose noted that the

blanket chartering of all

student organizations was a

function which the DA ought
to be performing now. Its

application has previously

been reserved for student

organizations receiving funds

Student

or^dn;

tivity

Fee.

The institution of the DA
sanction to all student organ-

izations is a move which
DuBose considers destined to

It would apply to fraternities,

sororities, ribbon societies, and

involving students

Without official

from the DA the:

included in the Student
Handbook or the Cap and
Gown, and not receiving any
money from the College.

DuBose stated that without
official recognition Sewanee's
new sorority would probably

Smokers' Clinic

Seniors Hank Selby an

Billy DuBose are planning t

run a smokers' clinic over th

air on WUTS.
The clinic, said DuBos<

1 after

program used by WCBS radio

in New York about two years

ago. It will begin on WUTS

Stop-smoking kits m
from materials given by
Tennessee branch of
American Cancer Society

The abolishment of the 13-

point grading system has been

students as represented in the

DA and the Order of

Gownsmen. Agitation against

(he system began last semester

and included a proposal to

limit it to this year's freshmen

and all subsequent classes. Due
to logistical problems,

il was applied to all students.

In reference to the fact

that students originally called

for the 1 3-point system,

DuBose said that "no poll

was taken before the system
was institued," and that it

was "not given a great deal

of thought."
DuBose noted that a

majority of students do not
want the system.By refocusing

DA attention to the issue

through the recent proposal,

he hopes that the Faculty

will drop the system.

The proposal asks for such a

change to be made at the first

meeting of the Faculty after

the proposal is passed (if it is

passed),

The 24 -hour common room
proposal provides for visitation

(before hours) by members of

common room through doors

where no passage through

dorm halls is necessary. Since

such an arrangement is not

possible in all dorms, specific

provisions must be included for

Each dormitory would vote

separately for or against

application of this provision, if

the proposal is passed.

The oking
straightforward. It asks tl

Administration and SAGA
prohibit smoking in Gailc

to respect the health ar

comfort of non-smokers, I

avoid damage to clothir

rpets, and I

fashes and butts

d dishes which
ashtrays.

Victims of St. Valentine's Day Massacre,

Tuckaway Renovation

DuBose stressed the

(cont. from p. 1)

temptation for the

Administration to skim money
off the top of unrestricted use,

especially to cover deficits.

They designate money for

some purpose, and then they
cut the budget by that amount.
We need to watch the Dorm

Rash of Fires Scorch Sewanee
by Jad Dai

Sewanee's Student Volunteer

Fire Department answered a

barrage of fire alarms on Fri-

day, February 18. Early in

the morning, a response to

an explosive fire left one fireman

hospitalized and a trailer

seriously damaged, and

throughout the afternoon there

were several calls to brush

Road. With the aid of two

VA inch hoses, firemen with

air packs entered the smoke-

filled trailer and were moment-
arily trapped by a wall of

flames. Efforts to push back

the flames were hampered by

insufficient water pressure from

one pumper truck, and the

up ply water to the fire-

COMMON TALKS ON DEATH PENALTY

The

The second in the series

"Common Talks," will tak«

place at 7:30 p. m. Tuesday
March 21, in the lounge of th<

Bishop's Common,
discussion will be on the dea
penalty.

The current discussion

the death penalty for capil

crimes and the proliferation

death penalty legislation

Career Services
Summer Job Recruiter

Mr, Frank Bell will interview

both men and women for

camp counselor positions at

Camp Mondamin for boys
and Camp Green Cave for

girls near Hendersonville.N.C.

on Monday
, February 28th.

If you are interested make an
appointment in the career

added the

Professor Robert Keele and

Professor John Gessell will lead

the discussion. Professor Keele

will provide the context for the

death penalty debate by

discussing the legal question as

Professor Gessell will present

moral arguments both for and

against the death penalty as a

part of the criminal justice

system in the United States.

The importance of this issue

is dramatized by the fact that

fighters

Although firemen managed
to contain the flames to a

bedroom and a washroom, the

trailer received extensive smoke
damage, resulting in large

property losses.

Tim Keith-Lucas, a professor

at the University and a member
of the student department, was
hospitalized for smoke
inhalation and ' observation

following the trailer fire.

Soon after returning to the

to the first of four brush fires

located past the Sewanee Mark-
et. This fire required min-

imum effort and was contained

mainly with rakes and shovels.

Other brush fires were quite

similiar and were located in the

same general area of Bobtown,
leading authorities to suspect

arson. David Walters, chief

of the student fire department,
said the brush fires might have

been set by kids hoping to watch
the trucks and firemen ex-

tinguish the blazes.

The area is experiencing

severe drought, causing

conditions to be very conduc-

ive to brush fires. Over 100
such fires were reported

throughout Tennessee last

Friday , causing extra trucks

and men to be rushed into

Renovation budget

however, with the

understanding that it would be
used for Tuckaway."

Seiters admitted that part of
Mrs. Currey's gift will go to the
Chancellor's Society and be
used for the general operating
budget.

Seiters feels that the

Administration really wants
most of the money for

Tuckaway. Mrs. Currey wanted
to renovate Tuckaway in

remembrance of visits there

during her childhood.
Runge also stated, "I just

hope this need is brought into

focus with the people
responsible. It wouldn't be the
first time the rug's been pulled

out from under us. I just hope
the people that live in

Tuckaway next year will

realize the hassle it's been and
take care of it."

"Tuckaway has gotten very
run-down, especially in the

Cushman. Tuckaway holds

sixty men. "I think it's one of

the most popular men's
dorms," she said.

The fire doors and flame

resistant room doors will be

installed to comply with fire

and safety codes. Tuckaway
already has fire and smoke
alarms. A new fire escape is

also being considered.

Dr. Clay Ross and Dr.

Alvi

the slight

installing a solar heating sy<;f«?m

in Tuckaway in the future. By
such a system, water would be
heated by the sun instead of by

WUTS and leave their names services office. death row.

provided WUTS with
information on how to run the
program.

During the clinic, calls from
people who wish to quit
smoking and testimonials from
people who have will be taken
over the air. Selby and DuBose
will each speak on WUTS at
different times during the day
while the clinic is going on
"We ,„i to get x many
people as possible involved in

this endeavor," said DuBose,

CUT YOUR WORRIES IN HALF AT . . . !

REDKENHAIRANDSKINCAREPRODUCTS
!

EASY CARE HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

598-0610
j

THE UNIVERSITY
SUPPLY STORE

NEW KHAKIS
SMALLER SIZES

1 . 1

Monteagle Dairy Queen

NOW WITH INDOOR SEATING

SHOP -RITE SUPERMARKET
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ENERGY CRISIS COULD CHANGE CALENDAR
by Mike Edington

Continual energy problems

in future years could lead to a

realignment of Sewanee 's

academic year. While this is

only a remote possibility. Dean
Stephen Puckette noted that

the energy situation "is not
likely to get better."

night have

heat the Unix

of the yej

alternativi

prospects

and high

Webb stated that

is generally the c

of the year, it might be more
practical to extend Christmas
vacation (and thereby extend
the second semester) rather

ergy shortages

Dean Arthur

January
t month

of the

There are actually two such
calendars, one for the College
and one for the University (the
College plus the Seminary).
The calendars are drawn up by
Deans Puckette and Webb from
the College and Dean Urban

Holmes from the Seminary.
Dean Webb stated that

input from faculty and student
leaders is considered in the

making up of the calendar.

Mrs. Barbara Stewart of the

Seminary said that "during the

year the faculty bring conflicts

to Dean Holmes' attention, and
he receives advice from the

faculty throughout the year.

She also stated that a faculty

conference is held before

school opens to "firm up the
schedule."

Both semesters are planned
by working backwards from a

fixed point of referc

Normally

the ister, "We

aid Dean Puckette.

academic calendai

to draw up the calendar. The
Vice-Chancellor's request came

misunderstanding involving this

year's calendar:

The the

it-J« buUd
;aid Dean Webb.

account for 120 and 131

calendar days respectively.

This year, at the request of

Vice-Chancellor Bennett,

Deans Puckette, Webb, and
Holmes worked together with

Mr. Hutson (headmaster of the

Sewanee Academy) and Rev.

Kiblinger in drawing up the

Oliver Emphasizes Unrestricted Gifts
nt. from p. 1) 1

annual increase in giving.

When asked to what he
attributed the low donation
rate, Oliver hesitantly replied,

"If I had to attribute it to any
. I 'ds s the

myth of great wealth.

Generations of students have
been erroneously indoctrinated

that Sewanee is very wealthy
and only large gifts are

important. If one can't make
a large gift.

make up rr ore than 10, per cent
of the operating budget.

The ecent push for

increased unrestricted

donations s due to the growing
need for spendable gifts. The
endowmen t is not growing as

much as it has in previous

akec t all.'

"Low percentage of alurr

participation hurts Sewane>
appeal for foundation a
irporate

Olh It ary to

boost th<

to be considered for some of
these programs. Even small

donations help because they
add to the percentage ; and,

after a while, small donations
add up. Oliver strongly

encouraged any and all

donations.

Donations

unrestricted

important

Efforts such as Operation:
Task Force are concentrating
on unrestricted gifts."

Fifteen years ago Sewanee
had other

lelp balai

the form of

the budget.

$175,107 has

so far this year. $1,134,000
is needed. Unrestricted gifts

unrestricted

As reported in "Time",
October 10, 1965: "Three
years ago, the Ford Founda-
tion decided to offer Sewanee

improvement grant of

of whethei
excellence is really appreciated;
for, to get the gift, the school
would have to raise $7,500,000
of its own.With only 6,600
living alumni, Sewanee could
not find the money on its

own. But about 11,000 people

NEWS BRIEFS
Little River Canyon

Just sixty miles frorrr

Sewanee is one of the deepest

canyons this side of the

Rockies. Opportunities to

paddle, photograph, or hike.

This 8 mile trip will leave

Gailor at 6 am. a

March 6 and re

and water. Hikers i

B. C. Desk.paddlere
Cameron. Come see

fight the river trolls!

The Student Activity Fee
Committee will soon be
accepting applications for 1977-

78

money this year, but
want to receive money next
year, please contact Pat Harris

SPO 408 soon. All other

organizations will be given

notices from the committee.

Sunday
m that

The public relations office

needs an audio technician.

Good science student with
engineering aptitude. Musical

ear an asset. Will train.

Freshman or sophomore
preferred. Please see

Mrs. Whitesell in Breslin Tower
or Mark Abdelnour.

(cont. p. 6)

Sewanee Onn

FAMILY NIGHT

WILL BE RUN ON A TRIAL BASIS

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

who had never attended the
school sent donations; 395
of them cared enough, in fact,

to give $10,000 or more
apiece. Last week Sewanee 's

fund was past $8,000,000 —
and the Ford grant was
clinched."

According to C
methods being used

used before but
continued,

Offices r

College's spring breaks, while
both lasting 14 days, do not
coincide. The Seminary's break
begins and ends a week earlier

than the College's break.

According to Mrs. Stewart,
this mismatching deprives the
unmarried seminarians of a

place to eat (Gailor). As a

result, they must eat at the
Academy for a week.

The Seminary's calendar
differs from the College's in

several ways: the Seminary
does not hold classes on
Saturdays; and while Juniors

attend classes five days a week,
Middlers and Seniors have
Mondays off for field and
Parish work. In additii

period for the Seminary. The
Seminary also observes the St.
Luke's convocation in October.

This year's fall semester saw
the insititution of an
experimental October break.

Dean Puckette stated that the

"generally good",
ot give everybodyWhile

I chat ) go home, he said,

that first

to

the

the Alu

i«m. Confident that the job

an be done, Oliver added,
I'm not pessimistic, but that's

ot saying there's not one heck
f a job to be done."

it did allow for "free time to
walk in the woods;" it wu a

break for the sake of having a

Puckette noh
semester is a rou|

get through withi

of break before Thanksgiving,

With reference to the
beginning of the fall semester,
Dean Webb acknowledged that
there is always pressure to
open later (after Memorial
Day). "But you have to decide
what you are willing to give

up," such as study days or
perhaps the October break.

GARDENING TOOLS

LAWN MOWERS

in Op—ii, on Main St.

One good turn
deserves another.

From one beer lover to another.
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Ski Trip: The Snowball Effect
by Andy Dougla.'

Mark Kaplan. Violinist, milperform at Sewanee c

25. »t 8:00p.m.

In spit* of, or maybe
because of the chaos and

mayhem, the SSOC's ski trip to

Beech Mountain was a success.

The formula for this success

included, of course, a situation

where people can have fun.

Given the beautiful facilities of

Beech Mountain in North
Carolina and the near perfect

skiing weather, good times

happened.
It all started with Doug

Cameron 's idea to offer

Sewanee students an
inexpensive chance to learn

how to ski. People here know a

nd the nded ski trip

EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL
by Jonathan Bates

Experi

of Spring is the

Lai Film Club's

Annual Erotic Film Festival,

which will be in its fifth year

this Monday at Blackman. As

in the past, the EFC will show

films regarded as the best of

their genre-this year's five

films won eight festival prizes

between them in this country

and abroad.

The purpose of the Erotic

Film Festival is to allow

Sewanee students to see "good,

educational, entertaining,

profound films," says Dr. Scott

Bates, the head of the EFC. Dr.

Bates wants to show films that

have broken out from the

limiting stereotypes of mass-

produced sexploitation/porno

films and commercial

television. The film-makers he

shows, he believes, are serious

artists whose works are

aesthetically important.

The first film .ORANGE, it an

erotic fantasy by Karen
Johnson of ... an orange.

Shown in Sewanee a few years

ago, this popular short is a

strikingly beautiful film,

described by the Multi Media

Resource Center as a "sensual

macro-study of the hidden

universes within a fruit usually

taken for granted."

one of Kubrick's famous scenes

in A QUICKIE, the Festival's

second film. A QUICKIE is

evidently a very funny short

the San Francisco Erotic Film

Festival in 1970. This film of a

couple making love in a sauna

was considered by its judges tp

to come closest

vehicle is the Mass, and the

latter is filled with Christian

and Pagan figures. GOLDEN
POSITIONS (Grand Prize,

Bellevue Film Festival, 1970;

First Prize, First International

Erotic Film Festival, 1970)

combines a series of

pantomines and anatomical

tableaux to make a film

Howard Thompson found
"funny and ever so wise." THE
BED, winner of five film awards
is a gorgeous, lyrical film on its

third visit to Sewanee. It is the

joyous tale of a wandering bed

which is visited, occupied and
lept over by all sorts of

fascinating characters. Gene
Moskowitz of Variety aptly

describes the film as "full of

life force and beauteous."

quietly turned into a thn
circus. The task of organizing

the trip was almost impossible

for Doug. But as Hugh Caldwell
said, the enthusiasm
created by good brew,- good
snow, and friends

generally relieved any tension

caused by cramped room and
board conditions. The
communal experience can be a

nice sort of thing every now
and then.

The snowball effect really

started rolling when
the SSOC bus and station

wagon broke down. The
Sewanee libera) arts education
was put to the test , when
everything; from group

psychology to mechanics was
employed.

On Wednesday, beginners

learned what "hit the slopes"

really means. While the experts

took to the "runs"

immediately, novices had to

content themselves with

learning how to "sidestep" up
the I

unlike a Fred Astaire dance

step. We all learned how to

stop, how to fall, and how to

get up. Then we were told that

we were ready for the slopes.

The curious thing was that the

instructors never taught us how
to ski. Cam, one of the

teachers, explained slyly, "Oh,
that just has to come
naturally." I think he meant
the hard way!

In front of the lodge was a

small mound that we were
supposed to practice on.

Basically, it involved skiing

down an eight foot slope and

falling. After a while we began

to wonder if some profound

secret of the art was

being kept from us. Especially

when Ann Ben tiers observed,

after seeing an advanced skier

zip by, "Look, he's skiing up
the hill, and we can't even ski

After the lesson, some brave

souls wanted to try the real

thing, so naturally they chose
to go up the nearest lift, the

blue one. Unfortunately for

die uneducated beginner, that

lift led to the expert's slope.

Imagine their amazement at

having to look over their ski

tips to see the bottom of the

But as it turned out, the

hardest thing about skiiing was
learning how to get off the

lifts. If you can walk sideways
on a moving carpet, you wont
have any trouble. The
regulations for riding the lifts

were baffling also. One skier

went on a joyride just to see

the mountain's scenic beauty.

Since he hadn't planned to ski

down, he didn't take his skis.

As a result he had to walk

down, and it is reported that

he spent the better half of the

mile descent on his behind. No
small price to pay for beauty.

Thesur came out Thursday
and made it a skier's delight.

an incredibly blue sky, stiff

winter air and the perfect pure

fun of the sport created

pleasant nemories for most.
However, the increased

incidence

tended t

cautious.

thei idea of the filrr

Ranging

thirty-two i

length frc

the ismg,

possibilities not generally

considered. To augment a low

Student Activities Fee

appropriation, the EFC, a non-

profit organization, must

charge a dollar for admission to

the Festival.

They saw it as "an imaginative,

suggestive, artistic, non-clinical

of the sexual act."

is a more specific

n the sympathetic

found in this year's Festival, it

is largely brought out by James

B rough ten, a San Francisco

poet and film-maker, who is

very interested in the much
studied relationship between

sex and religion. In GOLDEN
POSITIONS .nd THE BED,
Broughton demonstrates this

interest: the former film's

Joan Steele Concert Well Received

ST. VALENTINE'S DAY MASSACRE
by Bruce Dobie

176 students and teachers

gathered at the Phi House

last Saturday to stage one of

the most exuberant parties

of the year. Originally

scheduled to be held amidst

natural splendor at Jumpoff.
Day

thick fog and oc
showers. Spirits

dampened by the

however, because as ti

pered no one real!

where they were.

Tequila, drinkers

arriving at 1:00
prepared carting

and ice pack.

Students found the party

enjoyable not only because of

the tequila, but because of the

variety of people in

attendance. Most of the frater-

nities were represented, and
students found good opportun-

by Preston Wiles

On Sunday, February 13,

the Sewanee Jazz Society

presented jazz singer Joan

Steele in a two hour perfor-

ate at the Outside Inn.

Featuring John Magaldi on
saxophone and Ike Isaacs on

bass, Ms. Steele accompanied

herself on piano as the trio

played to a small but

receptive audience.

After opening with a slow

solo selection, the other

members joined her in a lively

first set, the high spots of

which included two medleys of

songs by Duke Ellington and

Thelonius Monk, respectively.

Ms. Steele's singing was

enjoyable, though her tone was

somewhat scratchy. Her sure

sense of phrasing and pitch

more than compensated for her

tone. Some of the most

interesting moments in the

Thank you performance were, in fact,

Dan, and when she vocalized a melody

with her husband John playing

the same melody on saxphone.
Magaldi is the true creative

force of the trio. His improvi-

sations were as inspiring to the

other musicians as they were

The second set found the

performers in a more senti-

mental mood. A jazz rendition

of "Summertime," a timely

selection of "My Funny Little

Valentine," and the enchanting

nd performance

of "Misty" (in the key of G)
was followed by a cameo

performance by Billy

"Scarlet" Dubose on clarinet.

The trio's performance

was well received, if sparsely

attended. Unfortunate

circumstances prevented a

larger public from attending.

I would hope that Ms. Steele

will return to Sewanee so

that her fine artistry may be

enjoyed by a greater audience.

the

and Ole
Jose Cuervo

downed with

and after 5 cases, only a

few drunkards remained. The
rest somehow had straggled off

to Gailor, other parties, or in

many cases, a warm bed
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Doctors on Hospital
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at the hospital "very insect

and unhealthy. Morale

who will be dismissed nex
He lid his decis < lea-

was difficult but inevitable.

Hospital Administrator

Joseph Powell denied that

recent cutbacks have in any

way affected the quality of

hospital services. "Our care is

second to none, despite our

having financial problems.
Our hospital gives personal i

nher>

;-Chancello
t admitted that future

ks were a possibility. He

Bennett added that

additional physicians are being

sought. "We are surveying

alumni and others to get new

physicians. I would like to see

three more doctors brought to

the area: a pediatrician, an OB-
gynecolog'ist, and a surgeon-in

that order."

The pentral issue is whether

or not Sewanee can support a

32-bed facility. Bennett said

that with the proposed six

physicians in Sewanee there

would be "no difficulty

"

maintaining the 75-80 percent

occupancy needed to stay out

of financial trouble.

"Economically, it would cost

almost as much to close the

hospital with debt service as it

would to keep it open."

of the

INEFFICIENT BUDGETARY CONTROL
(cont. from p. 1)

describe the Hospital a:

"completely out of control

; just why.'

SIREN, attributed losses to

"problems that are brought
on by fewer patients and es-

calating operating costs."

improved productivity
income but has been c<

Serious Proble

The report deal

;ilh

why." Dr. Ross

between reports describing
Church expenditures and infor-

mation given by the Provost.

trained staff and management:

"We have experts in managerial

positions, but their expertise

is not management."
The Committee points out,

for example, that although

Dr. Laurence Alvarez,

i proposed budget

the proposed 1975-76 budgel

"got over $250,000 out ol

hand without anyone's beinf

record

Too Many Secretaries

Last year's report of the

ommittee noted that there

personnel

. (do

icludir is). This

there is

,ary. The
es taken

;hat some

being used to "ward off the
collapse of a venture which,

obviously untenable."

The operating loss

anticipated for fiscal year
1977 is at least $160,000
'i. .......

I , on seven months
operation); when $100,000 of
debt service is added, the total

loss comes to $260,000.
The future loqks bleak also.

Mr. Harry Dodd, .University

Treasurer, said that approxi-
mately $1 million of the $1.5
million worth of bonds issued
(o build the hospital will have
io be re issued .n 1980.

According to the report,

Conflicting Reviews on Coming Films
k., l^nathan Rat*s " agree on the issue ol the C7
by Jonathan Bates

The film at the Union

(there will be no Cinema

Guild) is THE FRONT, a film

of the Hollywood blacklist of

the '50's which is directed

by bla

listed (Martin Pitt), written by

a man who was blacklisted

(Walter Bernstein), and acted

by a man who was black-

listed (Zero Mostel). Evidently

these men know about the

subject of their film. In that

time of anti-communist hyster-

ia, blacklisted writers for films

and television sometimes got

friends to pretend to have

written their scripts so they

could get c

These peopli

"fronts" and in the film

Woody Allen is one of them.

ght of Zero Mostel.

film with Woody
nds as if it would be

very funny, but this is a

serious film, so there is lit-

tle comedy. It is on this

point that critics have mixed

feelings. Some say Allen gets

the most out of his role,

precisely because he is a co-

median, others say he only

plays himself and does a

called

Thi

triguing, if only to see Allen

play a straight drama.

NEXT STOP, GREENWICH
VILLAGE has also earned

views that are sometimes 'dia-

metrically opposed. A very

personal film, written

and produced by Fellini fan

Paul Mazursky, this is a film

about a New York kid who
breaks away from his mother
to take an apartment in the

Village. Here he finds Life:

the filrr

Village life ever put on screen,"

and the acting of Shelley

Winters to be her best. Take

your pick.

THE WILBY CONSPIRACY

packed, and nonsensical. The
plot is incredible and shot full

of holes, critics say, but the
film is enjoyable anyway. The
film has Sidney Poitier as a

olutionary and

The Con
of the

.el Cain

i being chased all i

South Africa by .

of

drug;

suicides. In short, he becomes
Experienced. THE NEW RE-
PUBLIC found the film un-

successful, and Shelley Win-

ters, as the stereotypical

Jewish mother, unbearable.

THE NEW YORKER found

Monday, at Blackman, Ihe

Experimental Film Club will

have another Annual Erotic

Film Festival. The five films

(ORANGE, A QUICKIE,
LOVEMAKING, GOLDEN PO-
SITIONS, THE BED) make a

much decorated and critically

complimented crew. They
sound as if they are worth

contracts signed for the Pub,

Snack Bar, and Inn — contracts

"so written that the Universilv

bears ALL risk for the

undertaking, while realizing a

pitifully small return."

Dr. Ross said that the

return from the Pub, for

that the Snack
and Pub operations or the

Bishop's Common be brought

Hospital: $260,000 Loss

The report has little good

to say about the new hospital:

"The hospital has become the

raising driv'

: onstruetio

Student
inadequate

emergency

iSewa
It is the

iy internal staff

evenues, and the
ifls since the fund-

fnr the hospital's

of medical

.ingle

lited of the

unity."

The Committee feels that

sources which should have

toward maintaining and

financing the educational

gon

n of the
Committee that the hospital

will inevitably involve a

substantial loss to the Univer-
sity: it feels the only hope is to

"minimize the damage."

The Committee arranged for

a free survey by an experienced

professional hospital adminis-

trator; the resultant report

suggested several cost-saving

reductions in staff that have
been implemented. The survey
also recommended that a
complete study be done by a

consulting firm experienced in

hospitals the size of Emerald-

Hodgson. The Budget Priorities

Committee approved that such

a study be undertaken at the

earliest possible date and urged

that all firms or individuals

who had previously been

consulted be excluded.

If such a study concluded

that losses could be eliminated

or held to a "tolerable level,"

the Committee would
following

•fjrwerJa-wL
COMPLETEFLORAL NEEDS

FREEDELIVERIES TO THEMOUNTAIN

offering of Sc p. 10)

WHO KILLED J. F. K.?

COULD IT HAVE BEEN L. B. J.?

by Joseph Andrew Jackson Guest

SEND FOR THIS BOOK Price US$5.00 Per Copy

Send your check payable to the COLUMBUS PUBLISHING COMPANY
by Al R MAIL (25 cents Postage each Half Oz.) to THE COLUMBUS PUBLISH-

ING COMPANY, Apartado Postal 5150, El Rodadero, Santa Marta, Colombia,

South America and we will rush you your copy by return Air Mail.

The Author is also available for Speaking Engagements.
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Editor's Notes
The SEWANEE STUDENT HANDBOOK for 1976-77

states that "the purpose of the University and of the College

of Arts and Sciences is expressed in the following state-

ment which has been endorsed and adopted by the Faculty,

Administration, Board of Regents and Board of Trustees:

The University of the South, an institution of the Episco-

pal Church, exists for the education of all who come
here..."

The purpose, as stated, is synonymous with the reason

of most students for coming here, education. However,

a conflict arises when comparing this statement with

others made by the University. I refer in particular to a

passage from the Corporate Plan Projection 1976-1981

which was recently quoted in the report of the Faculty

Budget Priorities Committee. The passage reads: "The

financial, human and physical resources of the University

shall be managed in a manner best designed to support

the University's basic purposes and mission and the needs

of the Sewanee Community."

It is reassuring to note that the Budget Priorities

Committee recognizes this subordination of our educational

purpose to other needs by including it merely as a portion

of what our resources should be devoted to. If the Uni-

versity's stated purpose is education , then the University's

"financial, human and physical resources" should be used

for education; the logic is as simple as that.

Complications are bound to result from confused

priorities. The present state of the budget is evidence

enough of that point. By January 3, 1977, 257 (27.5 per

cent) line items of the budget had been changed from

their approval level. Such changes prove that the

l stating that "we are not the masters

we cannot control our finances and

; that we cannot master our efforts

Dur purpose, education.

Committee is correct i

of the budget." If

budget, then it follow

to fulfill

1T»e Gatlingburg trip is off,

but we will return to Beech
Mountain, leaving after lunch
March 1 and returning after
skiing March 3. We will

attempt to arrange

transportation back for those

who wish after skiing March 2.

Since the bus cannot make the

provide)
will limit SSOC-

rides to 19. Others

WUTS. A $10.00 deposit
(refundable) will sign you up at

the Student Programs or
Director's offices in the
Bishop's Common.

Sewanee 's circle of Omicron
Delta Kappa

, the national
honorary leadership society,
will accept applications for
membership from Junior and
Senior Gownsmen. Application
forms and additionaj
information may be obtained
from Dr. Stirling, WE 211.
Deadline for application is

March 7.

NO, YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND; THAT'S MY PROBLEM.

ARABY KIRBY DAVIS

In of

ight of privacy is

regarded as inviolable, but is it

so at Sewanee? I mean privacy

in both the legal and social

agree that they have more
freedom at Sewanee than

home, but things still aren't as

they should be.

Specifically, a student's

privacy is most severely

challenged by University

dormitory policy. To give the

knows that the same things can
happen after 11 :30 as do before.

only say that their function

too is from a past era. Proctors

can and usually do handle any

(cont. on p. 7)

Roman De La Ruse
edil. t of

the standards i

on dorm life which are now in

operation were probably

formed when the legal

priviledges of adulthood were

by James Bradford

Once upon a time, in a far

away land, there lived a young
who lo De-

nted

ihji .-

21. How
8 and Sew

We indeed are not masters of the budget. The 1975-76

budget ended up with a deficit of over $250,000. The
1976-77 fiscal year will be an uncertain one as well with

the hospital putting the biggest strain on meeting the

budget. The operating deficit for the hospital in 1977,

based on the first seven months of operation, will be about

$160,000. This figure could feasibly increase now that

Dr. Fort has left the staff. In addition, there will be a

$100,000 debt service, making the total loss figure up to

$260,000.

Only last week, the Vice-Chancellor stated in the
SEWANEE SIREN that "knowledge of your splendid
support and the community's need for a hospital here are

a mandate to keep this beautiful facility in service."

We must realize that we are using UNIVERSITY MONEY
(which could be used to increase faculty salaries, increase

financial aid, and for general EDUCATIONAL purposes)
to meet the COMMUNITY'S NEEDS. Perhaps this kind
of action is in accordance with the Corporate Plan
Projection, but it certainly differs from the purpose ot

education which the Regents, Trustees, Faculty,

and Administration claim, to support. We the students
are here for an education.

NEWS BRIEFS

liberalization of dorm policy

would benefit students and
administration economically,

nd personally.

lially. .HI

that the University no longer

can nor should serve as

"parentis in locus." By the

time most students come to

college they are no longer their

parents' legal or disciplinary

come a Knight of the Con-

ference Table. This Confer-

ence Table was a sacred order

founded by the good king

Lex to reward those squires

who proved their worth in

Castle of Law. The young
squire prepared himself for

this three-year ordeal as he
grew in knowledge and ex-

perience during four years of

study. As his training drew
uld al-

the Castle of Law through
the services of the panderer.

El Satt, who understood that

each squire attaining the Castle

Law ha- > sele.

«dy himself
i

of the

the

a maiden entrusted with the se-

crets of the Conference Table,

established a method of pair-

ing squires with maidens. It

was good king Lex who sug-

gested that such services be
provided and had appointed El

Satt to accomplish it. Little

did the King know that his

agent had become very weal-
thy off his trade. El Satt
charged an outrageous fee for

his services, even though there
was no proof that he succeeded
in pairing the right squire
with the right maiden.
Our squire paid his commis-

chai the

iade a shocking dis

^\\t j&efoattee purple
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CARTER AND THE ACDA
by Steve Lembesis

The opposition that has

urfaced to President Carter's

,omination of Paul C. Warnke

s head of the Arms Control

ind Disarmament Agency

(ACDA) and chief negotiator

the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT) is one

of those events that makes one

wonder why sane people

bother themselves with politics

The problem, it appears, is

at Wamke actually believes in

ms control and disarmament,
oreover, he articulates his

ositions very well. Now, to

the logical person this would
e Wamke an excellent

ce to head the ACDA
SALT. Not so, say the

Pentagonists, the Senate hawks
defense contractors and

it assorted fellow travelers,

Paul Nitze, a former Defense
Department official under

n Warnke once worked
a former cheerleader for

the escalation of the Vietnam

Sena: to hin
According to Nitze and
cohorts disarmament really

means something like this: the
United States builds

essential weapons systems to
be used as "bargaining chips"
at arms limitations talks

thereby enabling us to disarm
ourselves of weapons which we
never needed in the first

place. A masterful stroke of

arms buildup, arms "control,"

and the enrichment of arms

builders all at once.

Warnke advocates a much
more practical and hopeful

route to arms control. He
reasons that since both the US
and the USSR possess the

capabilities to obliterate one

another for years to come,
either of them could announce
that development of a new
weapons system had been
called off and wait a reasonable

length of time for the other to

reciprocate without

endangering the security of

their country. Budget

considerations and pressure to

live up to each nation's avowed
intent to slow the growth of

arms, especially nuclear arms,

would most likely bring one
nation to follow the "parallel

restraint" lead exhibited by its

adversary superpower. True to

his convictions, Wamke a while

back proposed a six month

development of some strategic

weapons in the hopes of

eliciting a similar response
from the USSR. Had the

Soviets not responded (and, of
course, had they not blown us
off the face of the earth in our
moment of "weakness"), we
presumably could have
resumed construction of that
system. Unfortunately, the

of Warnke and othei

is, "Do we want to make a

serious effort to cut back the

arms race and the consequent
buildup of nuclear weapons?"
Warnke would answer yes, his

opponents apparently would

merely the confirmation of
Paul Wamke but also the

greater question of being able

to challenge the assumptions
under which our goven

ilia

;ilU'rn;iti\

vith

ARABY
(cont. from p. 6)

real disciplinary or

psychological problems the

students may have. After all,

Seldon and the Hospital

Administration building are

proof that matrons really

aren't necessary. I do believe.

LE ROMAN DE LA RUSE

fellows. El Satt and his

niving cohorts arranged

se tournaments to test the

skills of the squires -skills that

El Satt alone decided merited

entrance to the Castle of Law.
El Satt's all-importai

t had | othei

ribes and monks
who found more profit in

lluminating these tournament

guides than Scriptural

:ommentaries. (If they had
only had Xerox machines at

hat time!) Other budding
capitalists set up mock El

Satt tournaments or devised

md chilvalric behavior. But
lone could provide a real

uhstitute for El Satt and his

ournament. No one entered
he Castle of Law except
through

squires who courted the Minor

League maidens usually sat in

the dugout and were lucky to

get to the plate at all.

Our squire, who was furious

at the entire system and pes-

simistic over his future pros-

a Minor League maiden,
decided to abandon his goal

of sitting at the Conference
Table. He turned to the Castle

of Medicine only to find it

dominated by El Satt's friend

Baron le Gre, who lorded over
diverse fiefs. The doctor and
the baron, like El Satt, had
made their fortunes as go-

betweens.
Having exhausted his inheri-

tance, the poor squire rea-

lized that he had been taken.

He saw no profession open to

him save the church, which

required absolutely no skill

to enter. So he did. Today,
in the spirit of El Satt, he
sells pardons to all those

who have become tired of

doing things the old way.

employment, but they should
let the occupants decide if they
want another matron when
their present one retires. If

they do, they can pay the

salary. Obviously, the fewer
matrons the school hires the

more money and room they

will have.

If the purpose of a liberal

arts education is indeed to

make one a "well-rounded

individual," then we are being

deprived . How are we to

develop ethical and moral
standards that have conviction

if someone is always looking
over our shoulder until we are

twenty-one or two? I do not
know of any apartment or
other housing facility in the
"real world" which monitors
the moral behavior of its

The real challenge to the
school's current policy is legal.

What right does the University

hours? As long i

enced by

restricted. I hardly think the
utilitarian would think that
unrestricted visitation

privileges would be an
intolerable burden on society
nor the moralist that the order

i of the universe would be
' unbalanced. As adults, students
are entitled to the same rights

as their professors and
administrators.

Why aren't the students
allowed to voice their opinions
about regulations that affect

them first and foremost
Specifically, why doesn't the

University allow and the

students require that the

occupants of the dorms
establish their own rules and
regulations so long as they

of

Dr. Brown Essays the Death Penalty
by Stephen F. Brown

'

enough of a preventive instru- would harm on

['Um ihn type:

ntrusted

with the secrets of the Con-

: Table: the Ivy League,

the Major League, and the

Minor League. The squire who
ted the Ivy League maiden
almost assured a place

Con-

Back in June, 1972, the

Supreme Court considered the

issue of capital punishment by

murder and two cases involving

rape. By a 5-4 vote the Court

decided that the cases involved

cruel and unusual punishment

in violation of the 8th and

14th Amendments. The
majority opinion, however, was

not as united as the numbers

light Justic

the ourtroom. The
irted the Major

League received a lesser posi-

tion at the Table. Only a few
jurymen would cheer when he

entered the courtroom. The

ASK THE
ADMINISTRATION

Is -there presently a freeze

on hiring additional faculty.

Dr. J. Jefferson Bennett, the

Vice-Chancellor, answers:

No additional faculty or

staff positions are authorized
at present. Our student-faculty

ratios in the College, Seminary,
and Academy are quite good,
I believe, and should.
at their present levels.

nd Marshall argued

that capital punishment is

PER SE cruel and unusual,

whereas the other three

judges for the majority ruling

argued that capital punishment

in THESE CASES was cruel

and unusual. The argument

of the latter Justices was

that only a tiny minority of

people who commited similar

crimes were executed. Capital

in these cases,

applied arbitrarily.

pu

lei and unusual, but rather

indicated that unless these

arbitrary elements were

removed the Court would

rule that 8th and 14th Amend-

ment rights were being violated

In practice it forced legislators

penalty at the discrt

the judge or a jury, since the

arbitrary character of such

impositions might render them
"unusual" in the eyes of the

Court. The new laws would
have to specify certain crimes

as deserving capital punishment
and such punishment would
be made mandatory for a
guilty party. In whatever
fashion they might reformulate

the laws the legislators would
have to reduce the arbitrary

The decision of the Court
in the FURMAN VS.
GEORGIA case of June, 1972,
also raised again the debate
over capital punishment itself,

and it continues today in

Tennessee as the Governor
opposes capital punishment
and the majority of the legis-

lators seem prepared to pass a

bill favoring capital

punishment. The arguments
for and against capital pun-
ishment have over the last cen-

turies become classical and can
be found in almost any ethics

textbook, A look at the main
ones leads us to see not only
the technical supports for this

with the basic issues involved

Those who favor capital

punishment argue, first of all,

that people who have
committed exceptionally grave

crimes could well bring

themselves to sucn acts again.

Only execution can protect de-

cent citizens from such indivi-

duals, for imprisonment is not

gh of a preventi

ment. Such criminals might

be paroled, pardoned or even e-

scape. Something definitely

that is only achieved through

capital punishment.

Furthermore, executions

are powerful deterrents against

crimes such as murder, kid-

napping and rape. The fear

of being put to death is a

strong measure against such

crimes because the criminal is

made aware that the threat of

capital punishment is not an

empty threat. Such criminals

need this forceful control to

Likewise, even though parti-

of such crimes and would be

considered justified in defend-

ing themselves, we can also say

that society is the

and get

away with it. We would feel

we are victims without redress.

Now justice balances the scales

of right and wrong, and it does
so by making the punishment
fit the crime. The only punish-

ment equal to certain offenses

>ital It

the only effective way of

balancing the demanding scales

of justice. If they are left un-

balanced, criminal acts are

thereby encouraged and justice

will end up by being scoffed at.

If there is a serious debate

about this issue in our Congress

and in our State Assemblies

the: the
nother side to this que;

that: . ..

for ety

composed of them affected.

Society, then, has a right to

protect itself, and capital

punishment is the only instru-

ment of self-defence that is

strong enough to do such a ne-

cessary job.

Finally, a land where justice

place, for it is a country where
we know crimes will be blinked
at, swept under the rug or dealt

with inadequately. People

like

veigh-

ing of values. Those who
oppose capital punishment and
declare it to be always wrong,

or, as Brennan and Marshall,

declare it PER SE cruel and un-

usual, usually argue on one or

more of these grounds.

First, they appeal to a

moral law. Just as Antigone in

Sophocles' play argues against

Creon's decision by saying

"For me it was not Zeus who
made that order. ..Nor did I

strong that you, a mortal man,

could over-run the gods' un-

written and unfailing laws,"

so the opponents of capital

punishment declare that our

>rally

against this natural moral la
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COX FREE THROWS CAGE LYNX, 81-79

the Sewanee Tigers held on to

defeat Southwestern, 81-79.

The last five minutes of the

game were wild. Larry Cash
tipped a shot to tie the score

66-66 with exactly five minutes
remaining.

After Southwestern 's David
McWilliams hit a hook shot,

Joe Thoni drilled Tour straighi

free throws, and then added
a lay-up only seconds later to

put Sewanee out in front 72-70

With 2:28 remaining, Bill

Cox drove over McWilliams and
hit a lay-up to push the Tiger

lead lo 76-72, However
McWilliams hit a free throw,

and Mark Carroll lipped in

the second free throw attempt.

After a Dave Muckle 10- rootri.

Carroll added a 20-foot jumper
and Boh Ford added a lay-up
The Lynx held the lead 79-7H

With 1:32 remaining. John
nod the

...id- the
score. Sewanee
back end which gave
Southwestern the ball. The
Lynx held the ball for the last

shot, but McWilliams thought he

15-foot hook sho
missed everything,

Muckle rebounded
ids left.

The ball

Dnve

Amy St. John rockets serve against Stacie Barker

Tiger Netters Thrash Young-Harris

I niWtvSTERN I

here the Tigei

I seconds.

With 12 secoi

eal the ball, fo

ail- Cox
the lit shoot a one-and-

one. With the pressure on,

Cox's first Tree throw hit the

back of the rim, the front of

the rim, popped high in the

air, and dropped through.

Behind the roar of the frenzied

Tiger fans. P- ; swished the

second ;ittempl.

Southwestern had one last

-hot, but Carroll's 25-foot

jumper rimmed out with four

seconds left. Larry Cash
controlled the rebound, and the

Harry Cash led the Tigers

in scoring 24 points and hauling

down 14 rebounds, while his

brother Larry added 10 points

and claimed 8 rebounds. Willie

Hulon and Ford led the South-

western scoring with 19 apiece,

and Hulon grabbed 10 rebounds.

The first half of the game
was as intense as the last five

minutes. Sewanee fell behind

early, but stalked back to take

a 37-31 lead at the break.

Joe Thoni fires off a fast break.

The Tigers c.

on the first thn

game, as Joe
Ford on a

Cash charged oi

Harry Cash
Charlton. At th

was 6-2.

Quickly, the

back behind the

Cash brothers to

lead with 13:50 i

Cash twins scon
for Sewanee until

free

mmitted a foul

e scores of the

Thoni fouled

a lay-up, and

hacked Tom
-point .Mie score

d every point

Bill Cox sank

in the latter

first hal t.

Larry Cash, cut an eight
j

Lynx lead to only two , 21-19,

After Willie Hulon hit a
foot jumper, Dave Muckle
blasted in a 20-footer.. Larry
Cash hit on a goaltending call

and Harry Cash hit a five-foot
follow shot to give Sew
a 25-23

]

The Tigers kept on rolling.

Free throws were clincher
Hulon and McWilliams,
Cox hit a jumper. Harrry Cash
and Muckle followed with free

Cox nbpd
loter, and Harrry added still

lother free throw. The Tiger
>w led 33-25.
Jo-Jo White's 10-footer

{cont.onp. 10)

Tankers Drown Augusta, 61 - 34

by Amy St. John

The Women's Tennis Te
opened its Spring season
February 19 with an
win over Young-Harris
Georgia.

Kirch

ng the playei

The other winners in singles

ere Lynn Jones, sophomore,
id Amy St. John, junior,

twanee won all of the doubles

In the

folio

ngles the ulU
No. 1

Lynn Jones defeated Tori

Stewart 6-1, 6-0. No. 2 Amy
St. John defeated Stacie Barker
6-0,6-2. No. 3 Heidi Harnisch

defeated Suzanee Denton 6-4,

4-6. 6-3. No. 4 Sherrie Sims
defeated Anne Shurley 6-4

,

6-3. No. 6 Tereaa S. Harrison

lost to Diane Geitgy 6-3, 4-6,

6-2. No. 6 Minna Dennis
defeated April Godbold 6-0.

In doubles Jones and St.

John, playing No. 1, beat

Barker and Stewart 6-2, 6-2;

Sewanee's team Harnisch and
Sims downed Shurley and
Denton 6-3, 6-2; and the

(cont. on p. 9)

REAL ESTATE
120 ac. cattle/horse farm, 8 room house,

extra large new barn, all farm equipment,

good well, all fencing new. $110,000.00.

390 ac. mountainside tract, Marion Co.,

will take reasonable offer, terms available.

4 br, 214 baths, split level house on

ersity Domain. Excellent condition. $47,500.

7 room house on Bobtown Rd. $10,000.00

4 room house, an unfinished guest house
on 1 ac, 4 mi. from Sewanee. $1 2.000.00.

8.65 beautiful bluff acreage, Sherwood
Road. $30,000.00. Must see to appreciate.

For rent: Settled single person, 4 room

MATTHEWS REALTY; HELVENSTON 598-5832

by Jay Fisher a 4 31 time. Mike Milligan time in the 500 free total the

swam hard to take first, place score at 61 points for Sewanee.

in the 200 free. The team finished a winning
On Saturday. February 19 The 50 free was won by season with four wins and

1977, the Tiger swimming team Harrry Roberts who set a new three losses. Thanks to the
meet record. Boyle swam a help of the Tiger Timettes

Augusta College 61-34 who gave up their time to judge
and time the races, the meets

Showing his smooth style, were able to run smoothly.
Freddie McLaughlin championed In the recent Southern Inter-
one meter and three meter dives. collegiate Conference held in

Ferguson took first in the

In the -100 medley relay, 200 fly; Roberts won the 100 University of Georgia, Ferguson
the team or Larry Pixley, John free; and Pixley swam to first

Boyle, Scott Feguson, and Tom place in the 200 back. David
McKenna took first place with Dunn-Rankin took the winning Oherlin College in Oberlin, Ohio.

JERRY'S
FOOD MARKET

PARTY SUPPLIES

BEER ON SUNDAYS

MONTEAGLE
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Fastest Game on Two Feet
by Kirby Davis

Lacr osse: it's called the
game on two feet. It

o be one of the most
violent of contact and

ning of spectator
Many who have played

it call it organized mayhem
which s not a bad description
for a sport that started as an
Indian war game.

Sherry^ Spain fires behind roar of delighted Tiger crowd.

The fact that Ucn
a popular spectator sport at

Sewanee is probably because
few understand the game and
its rules, but if you've ever

watched a hockey match you
can catch on fast.

Lacrosse is played by two
teams of ten men each on an
eighty yard Held with goals

at each end. The object is to

throw the ball into the

opponents' net. Simple
enough? Once you try to

play, however, the game
becomes anything but simple.

First of all, anyone within five

yards of the ball can be and
often is hit. Then there's the

Female Cagers Fall to Bryan College

by Jane Sample

St. Valentine's Day marked
the end of the women's
basketball away-game season

.

The game, which was
played in Dayton, a two-hour
drive from Sewanee, did not
begin at the scheduled 4:00

College of Dayton, Tn. Half of the team members

Paddlers 9 Promise

The canoe team, under th«

leadership of coach Hugn
Caldwell, will resume practice

with the advent of warm
weather.

There will be many races

this year
The

1th-

promises to retain its title,

for the fifth consecutive year,

as southeastern canoe

champions.

Niels Kalckar and Carter

Martin plan to race in the

National Decked Boat Slalom
races in May with hopes of
winning a spot on the U.S.

team which will travel to

Spittal, Austria, for the World

WOMEN'S
TENNIS

(cont. from p. 8)

No. 3 team of Harrison and
Ceil Hopper defeated Geitgey

and Kris Houser 6-1 . 6-2.

The line-up is subject to

change as more girls play chal-

lenge matches. Several more
players (including some starters

from last year) are now vying

for higher positions on the

The next match is against

the solid UT team on the

March 8. Tough rival MTSU
comes to Sewanee on March

Championships. Open
paddlers Phil Williams and
Ellis Misner plan to return to

the National Open Boat White-

water Championships in

August in which they showed
well last September with

excellent performances.

Last January

,

Dean
Puckette, Carter Martin, and
Jimmy Williams went to a race

on the Nantahala River in

North Carolina. Carter placed
fourth in the kayak slalom race

behind three top contenders

for the national title. Jimmy
Williams placed fourth behind

three nationally ranked

paddlers in the C-l slalom

event and took first in the

C-l open wildwater event with

Dean Puckette finishing

second.

There is a race this weekend

at the Nantahala with a larger

group of hard-core paddlers

going.

arrived five minutes late after
encountering unusual
hindrances to their journey.
The team was stranded across

a river located seven miles

south of Dayton, and they
had to wait for a ferry boat
to carry them to the other

Finally assembled on the

court, the starting players were

introduced by name and

playing position.

The game started out slowly

with Bryan maintaining the

lead throughout the first half.

Having trouble completing

shots, the Tigers were kept

down to 12 points at the half

compared with Bryan's 23.

Sophomore Linda Jackson

led the scoring for the Tigers,

completing two shots for four

points and netting an extra

Leading rebounder was

senior Sherry Spain, nabbing

five for offense and four

for defense. Jeanne Dortch,

junior, took five.

In a November 29 match
with Bryan, the Tigers were
defeated by a slightly larger

margin of 54-38.

The Tigers will have completed
their basketball season

.February 22, with a rematch
against Tennessee Temple.

<§t.#HA*

SPORTSMAN'S INN

MOUNTAIN RESTAURANT

FEATURING A SALAD BAR

H0MEC00KED MEALS

BILL AND VIRIG1NIA LOCKHART

MONTEAG LE

problem of defense in a game
where the ball can move from
any point on the field to

another in a matter of seconds.

Imagine what can happen when
you turn twenty guys loose on
a football field with sticks and
pads and tell them to go at it.

Despite its sometimes
violent and confusing aspects,

lacrosse (when played well) is a

game of finesse and experience.

Lack of experience has been
Sewanee 's problem in years

past; most of the team had
never played before coming to

Sewanee. This year's squad,
however, has several members
returning from last year and
promises to be greatly

improved over seasons past.

Led by veteran co-captains

Rob Christian and John Penn,
the team will also have some
freshmen with high school

The team should be
successful this year. If you've
never seen a lacrosse match,
grab a six pack or whatever and
come out and enjoy the spring

WOMEN'S SOCCER BORN
by Peggy Ban-

Women's soccer has been

reborn at Sewanee. More than

twenty girls attended the

organizational meeting at the

Women 's House on Monday,
February 14.

Max Matthews coaches the

team with Robert Hempel 's

help.) P. R. Walters, of course,

will lend a hand (or foot)

whenever he can.

Since the team will not be
funded by the University, it

has the standing of a club.

Members will pay for their own
travel expenses.

Birminghai

game is tentatively scheduled
for March 21. Mrs. Martha
Swasey is presently trying to
locate other girl's teams to play

Practice is held Monday
through Thursday afternoons
from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. All

interested women are urged to
come and play. No experience
is necessary -a couple of free

afternoons a week and avid
enthusiasm are the only
requirements.

The team wUI use the girl's

hockey field for practice.
Negotiations are being made
with the lacrosse team for the
use of the soccer field for

'An old friend with <

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE

Become a
lawyers assistant

andputyour
educationtowork.
The National Center far Paralegal Training offers qualified

college graduates the opportunity to enter the legal field as a

lawyer's assistant. This intensive 12-week graduate program

taught by attorneys in Atlanta may qualify you for an active and

challenging role as an accepted member of the legal community.

Specialize in Corporations; Estates, Trusts and Wills; Litigation;

or Real Estate and Mortgages.

For a free Catalog about the Program, call (404) 266-1060 or

simply mail the coupon balow:

n Spring 1977 Summe

The National Ctnter
* » -* *

for KMrcwgti irvrang

9 from The National Canter for Paralegal Train

from 9:00a.m.-3:00p.n
vill be on campus on Thursday, I

e Placement Office n
e Placement Office or The

National Center for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peach tree Road, NE.
Suite 430, Atianta, Georgia 30326, (404) 266- 1060.
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Athletic Facilities Crowded
by Jay Fisher

Since the beginning of the

semester, many people have

been using the facilities at the

University Gymnasium, and

many have found the gym
overcrowded or, in certain

places, in poor condition.

Facilities such as the swimming
pool and the indoor tennis

courts have been found closed

by would be users.

Jeanie Dortch, president of

the Interdorm Council, has

found the crowded conditions

scheduling the girls intramural

games. The Interdorm Council

has had to postpone their

volleyball games until March,

being held in a very limited

time causing many girls to have

to forfeit their matches.
Because of the crowded

conditions, the Interdorm
Council postponed an IM
basketball scheduling until

Bobby Freidrich, head of

the Inter-Fraternity Council sees

a limfted staff and budget

as the central problem with

the gymnasium facilities. He

observed that "everybody does

the best they can, but our

limitations are restricting us."

Dortch, also a member of

the varsity girls basketball

team sees a lack of facilities

a problem for the girls. The

the bathroom before games

aid that "these things can be

done" if the athletic depart-

ment is given time to set up

a schedule for IM sports that

would work around the varsity

explained that the

for the limited

given to the girls' IM

Coach Bryant, Sewanee's

Athletic Director, realized that

scheduling with the available

facilities was difficult, but he

BUDGETARY
(cont. from p. 5)

changes:

(1 ) placing the hospital

under the direction of a trained

and experienced professional

hospital manager.

(2) giving serious

consideration to starting an
annual community fund drive.

(3) calling upon the

Episcopal Church to support
as necessary a hospital which
has been called "a mission of

the Church."
If, however, careful study

were to show hospital losses

to be unavoidable and
continually unbearable, "then
this Committee can be
expected to recommend that

the hospital be closed and
replaced by alternative and
less expensive methods of
medical care."

Salaries, Academy, and St Luke's

The Committee claimed

that while the Administration

says that faculty and staff

salaries are "our first prior-

ity,"' expenditures clearly

indicate otherwise. It charged

the Administration with using

salary increase funds to cover

deficits, a policv it called "des-

tructively anti-academic."/

The Committee
recommended actual first

priority status for faculty and

staff raises and expansion.

Performance comparisons

with both the Sewanee
Academy and St. Luke's
School of Theology are

He

for P.E., track, and women's
and men's varsity tennis.

Bryant saw no problem in

setting up IM basketball for

women next year. He said that

it could be done with a good

deal of tight scheduling. He

pointed out, however, that two
teams might have to play on

the courts at the same time.

To Bryant the problem in

women's IM sports is poor

organization. So often, he

added, the athletic department

does not know what the

women want until they

Coach Bryant also empha-

sized that there was more

demand for private use of the

pool, tennis courts and other

facilities, the facilities would

be open for longer periods.

It seems, however, that in the

past when these facilities were

open longer, the demand was

not great enough to keep them

open. Currently, however, the

pool has been closed because

of the natural gas shortage.

When asked about the

crowded and poorly accessable

raquet ball courts. Coach

Bryant conceded that there

was a real problem.

He said that the athletic

department has tried to solve

the problem of women having

to walk through the men's

CONTROL
difficult, because they use

different accounting systems

from the rest of the University.

Both units, however, would
benefit from the use of pro-

fessional management and
budget techniques.

In addition, the Committee
feels that a lack of clear-cut

and decisive policy on the

future of the Academy is one
of its major problems. The
report describes an "overtly

expressed desire to keep it

open," yet also "covertly a

policy of eliminating it via

gradual' but persistent

c strangulation."

If the University

Corporation decides to keep
the Academy open, the

Committee feels steps should
be taken to offer a superior
academic program.

locker room downstairs on

their way to the courts, but

that they had not come up

with a real solution.

When asked about

converting the bowling alleys,

which are not used a great

othe
be

j
gym, Bryant explained that

workers
keeping

in charge of up
lities like the

and the locker

Bryant went on to say th

John Kennerly who had be<

working at the gym for tl

retired due to -poor healt

Mr. Kennerly had knov
exactly what needed to I

done in the gym and sin>

GYMNASTS FALL TO THREE
Last Friday and Saturday

the Sewanee gymnasts
unsuccessfully attempted to

Morehead State of Kentucky
and Furman University of

South' Carolina.

Sewanee mustered up 54.75
points to Morehcad's 75.69
Friday night. Suzanne Yandow
was the high scorer on the

Sewanee squad. Novices

Jeanne Stevenson and
Elizabeth Kuhne turned in their

first beam routines in official

competition.

Yandow placed third in the

all-around scoring of gymnasts
competing on all pieces of

apparatus. Nora Frances Stone
followed with a fourth.

The meeting of these teams
dramatized two different

approaches to gymnastics.
Coach Swasey stressed the
importance of presenting a

smooth routine without errors

as opposed to the oppositions' -

philosophy of throwing stunts

when the odds are against

successful completion.

Captain explained, "I think
our more experienced
gymnasts at least have an
air of confidence in their

routines which gives them a

special continuity that is im-
possible to maintain when
stunts are not ready for in-

corporation in the routines."

Although the home team
fell again to Furman on Satur-
day, the scores of 57.95 to
74.25 show an improvement
for the University of the
South. Mrs. Swasey said,

"I attribute the increase to the

overnight improvement of our
newer girls who felt more
at ease Saturday than they
did in their first meet.

"

Stone was the Sewanee
representative amassing the

most points against Furman.
She placed third all-round

followed by Yandow and
Kathy Herbert in fourth and

Uneven bars specialist Julie

Hall continued her marked
display of progress by winning

third in her event. Yandow
also won third in the floor

exercise followed closely by

Stone. Herbert lead the

team in both confrontations

with her handspring

Tigers Tame Lynx
(cont. from p. 8)

the 2:04 mark closed the Tigei

thei 10
point lead at 37-27, the biggest

of the half. The half ended with
the Tigers leading 37-31.

The second half began
exactly as did the first. After
Larry Cash hit a five-foot jumper
Southwestem's Tom Charlton
led an eight point skein to tie

the score at 39. However,
in the next five minutes Sewanee
outscored the Lynx 13-2 to take

a strong 52-41 lead.

The Lynx refused to

over. After Harry Cash's

throw to make the score 5'

with 10:52 remaining,
Southwestern outscored
Tigers 19-7 and took a 66-64

The last five minutes, with
Bill Cox 's two pressure free
throws gave the win to
Sewanee. The Tigers now
stand at 4-3 in the CAC, 8-13
overall.

MARTHA'S BEAUTY SHOP

qualitymmcms
YES! MENAND WOMEN

DO YOUREMEMBER REDKEN ?

JERRYREDDING HASDONE ITAGAIN

ITIS CALLEDJHSBMACK

RAWNATURAL ORGANICSHAMPOOSANDCONDITIONERS

TOMORROWSBEAUTYPRODUCTTODAY

BG FOR ALL OF YOUR HOUSEHOLU
AMD HARDWARE NEEDS

SPORTS
DEN

GET READY FOR SPRING ACTIVITES

TENNIS EQUIPMENT BASEBALLS

GLOVES BATS

SALE ON REMAINING VWNTER MERCHANDISE

WINCHESTER



Sororities Con
Dear Editor,

In a few months the Class

of 1977 will be~ leaving

Sewanee. We would hope that

our class would have made

a positive difference after

spending four years here; but,

it appears that we will leave

Sow
poorer, for we will he the

remembered for having i

duced sororities into

lity.

but

thia

Those who seek to institute

>rorities certainly have their

asons for wishing to do so.

he ends they hope to achieve

e justifiable.

af the

would

In the

University comn
whole, however,
suggest that there are other

more satisfactory means to

achieve those ends. For despite

the small number of

participants in a sorority, the

quality of life for all women at

Sewanee, and consequently for

men, will be influenced by this

The arguments in favor of

quite convincing. They would
provide an opportunity for

class women to get to know
one another. Women could
organize their own parties

rather than being dependent on
the fraternities for their

social life. A sorority house
would be a place for

unattended women to go. And,
of course, they could have

charity projects. Everyone

lot of spare time on their

hands. ..and a sorority would

be an ideal way to kill it.

In each case there is another

way to accomplish these ends.

Upper class women can be
Big Sisters to incoming fresh-

men and get to know them and

their friends. The Women's
Inter-dorm Council has been a

successful organization for

planning parties as well as

other women's activities such

as inter-dorm sports. Common
rooms of dormitories have

been made i

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
nfortable

(cont. from p. 10)

his retirement, the other men
had not known exactly what

was expected of them.

Coach Bryant also urged

that as soon as there was any

complaint about the conditions

of the gym, a student should

speak with Coach Clarence

Carter who is in charge of

maintenance.

Next Bryant conceded that

possibly the athletic

department's priorities could

be questioned in emphasizing

the varsity sports. But, he went

to say the athletic depart-

ment tries to set up priorities

as best they can.

During the spring semester,

field space has been a problem

with all the various spring

sports. This year the football

Held will be taken out of use

after spring break for

causing teams such as the

necessitate doubling up on
the soccer and hockey field.

According to Bryant,

priority for, the soccer field

this spring will be given to the

women's soccer club and the

lacrosse club.

The reason given for the

reseeding of the football field

this spring was the terrible

beating it received in one of

last season's football games.

Mr. Ward Goodman of

. be i >eded as

possible. Usually the

field is fertilized in the

summer, but it was necessary

for it to be reseeded in the

spring this year.

Coach Bryant went on to

say that the other athletic

fields would be fertilized and
conditioned this summer-

Coach Bryant then added
that the Vice

', report compiled by

him and sent to the Vice

Chancellor and to the Regents,

the poor condition of the

gymnasium facilities was
stressed. Attention was focused

on the football shower room,
the condition of the plastering

in the upstairs gymnasium, and
the gutters which were rotting

around the roof of the indoor

tennis courts. Also, a request

for women's facilities was
added. This was suggested by
transforming the bowling alley

into a dressing room with

These suggestions will be

dealt with in the Regents

meeting held this week.

LETTERS
and inviting, just as nice as

any sorority house could be.

Why have charity "projects"

when private contribution of

time and energy are just as

useful and less ostentatious?

As for spare time, boredom is

in the brain. It is difficult

for us to conceive of having

spare time at Sewanee, but if

we were so blessed, there are

(cont. on p. 12)

Sororities Pro
Letter to the Editor:

The thirty-nine members of
Theta Kappa fhi are proud to

officially announce the

formation of the first sorority

or women's fraternity on
campus. There has been much
discussion among students and

provide a social outlet for the

women on campus. We believe

that we have come up with the

their own as we have done.
We are a local sorority with

no intentions of joining with a

national sorority in the near
future. "In the near future"
because what future members
of Kappa Phi choose to do can

not possibly be within our
jurisdiction. We leave that issue
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organized ourselves -

only way to accomplish the

establishment of our chapter,
especially in view of the chaos
of such previous meetings
which had been highly

publicized. Our first "secret"

meeting was simply to find out
if there were enough girls

interested to support a

sorority at Sewanee. The

twenty girls at that meeting

were very enthusiastic, so we
decided to organize and find

more who would be interested

in joining. As for the charges

of exclusiveness, we are no

more "exclusive" than any

closed society already on

campus needs to be if it is to

function efficiently, and we
feel that incorporated within

our membership are a wide

variety of girls. Obviously,

campus is not

e not every group

wishes to participate in an
organization of this type.

As a new group, started

from "scratch," we do not yet

have a formal outline of

membership and rush

procedures. For the remainder

of the semester we will remain
as open to those who make it

known that they would like

FASHION

CENTER

Don't Forget to Make Reservations Early

tor Parties in the Eagle Boom

Cal] 924-2268

expect of a new organization

attempting to acheive a unity

and cohesive relationship

(cont. on p. 12)

Sororities Con 2
Editor, The PURPLE,

In light of the recent organi-

zation of a sorority at the

University, we feel the

necessity to publicize our
opposing opinion. The
formation of this sorority is a

definite detriment to the

student body of the University.

The establishment of this

sorority has created more
; the body of

. The eof

i this

nty .

We also wish to point out

that rush, "low-key" or not,

will put pressure on entering

Since the organization of a

sorority affects the entire

student body, we feel,

therefore, that the student

body should have been asked

their opinion before the sorori-

ty was formed. After it was
formed, the entire female body

was not given the chance to

join, if only because the

meetings were not sufficiently

publicized. Membership was

closed before many women
ever heard that a sorority

Will the organization of one

sorority lead to the organi-

zation of a sorority system?

We hope not. Though we
cannot stop the present

sorority from continuing, we

hope that organizationof si

further, and that

Sewanee women will

lesirable or necessary

Sororities Con 3
Dear Editor,

Lately, the topics of

conversation have turned from

the cold and I've - got - more -

work • than - you to the pros

and cons of sororities. That's

proof positive of the issue's

importance on the Mountain.

As a Sewanee woman of 4

ment try and fail at least

twice. In 1975 an unfortunate

sorority representative came to

present her sorority to the

women here. She found herself

in the midst of a heated

mass argument among about

50 girls. She had assumed we
had come to find out about

that particular sorority and

perhaps open a chapter here.

This incident was probably the

reason for the secret meetings

last week. The next year the

Women's Social Club was

formed, had one or two small

parties, and soon folded. The
definitely not new,

thei

work with r,

The questic

however, whether si

good or bad. In the situation

a large university it's probably

quite necessary to keep from

being lost in an ocean of

strangers. But we all know the

Mountain is different. We
know everyone by sight. We
smile and say hi to even

(cont. on p. 12)

Sororities Con 4
To The Editor:

ludicrous

aspects of the chapter's birth,

as least as reported in the

PURPLE, to provide comic

relief. However, even the

funny aspects have their

saddening sides. The thought

of supposedly mature women
indulging in "secret hand-

shakes" and other "secret
mystic goodies" is hilarious in

itself, but saddening when one
remembers that they are

simply maintaining the silliness

of other sororities aid frater-

-12)
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Sororities Con 3
(cont. from p. 11)

strangers. We study, eat, and

Hve together. We're isolated

here and organizations are

needed for providing entertain-

ment. Fraternities are really

indispensable, but they are all

having troubles and the largest

are the GDI's.

What is offered by the new

sorority sounds good and the

women forming it have good

intentions, but I fail to see how
it provides anything we don't

already possess. "Sisterhood"'

is offered. But I doubt 1 could

feel any closer to anyone than

1 do to the other girls in my
dorm. Close friends are not

limited to my dorm or my sex.

The Women's House provides a

woman on campus, free. The

Women's Interdorm Council -

organizes sports, good parties,

a place for girls to get together

and will be starting service

activities. The Women's Service

Societies were formed for

partying. The express purpose

of the new White Ribbon is to

bring together a diverse group

of girls. These all encourage

unification of campus women.
We don't need greek names to

have parties. Johnson Hall had

a fantastic party at amazingly

low cost pergirl.lt was amazing

how close one weekend

brought us all.

Another important

objection to a sorority is that

there is nothing it can provide

that is not already available

to Sewanee women through

the Inter-dorm Council and the

Women's Service League. The

Council provides ample social

opportunities to all women on

campus, not just a few.

Perhaps I am biased by the

word "sorority". One reason I

came to Sewanee was this

particular lack. But this group

will affect all women who
don't belong, those who do
belong and the girls who apply

to Sewanee in the furture.

Perhaps I am too independent

but I could not pay $10 a

month to keep up a house,

have "mystic goodies," be at a

meeting every Tuesday at 6:30,

I have nothing against the

girls who have started the club.

Many of them I know and like.

However, I hope that women
on the Mountain will realize

that such an organization is not

only unnecessary, but would
only serve to deepen the

fear that it would change the

attraction of Sewanee to future

LETTERS
the Mountain will think of

future influences of such an

organization.

Sororities Con 4
. from p. 11)

..pph. It

: that

"high academic performance

will be encouraged," but the

required membership GPA
(assuming the sorority does

not require it on the thirteen

point scale) translates to a C
average, which is just that

— average. The distinction

between "exclusive" and
"elite" was a truly enlightening

form oT Newspeak — funny,

until one remembers what is

Newspeak.
A reason mentioned for the

existence of the sororityis that

some women feel that they

rely too much on fraternities

for social activities. One can

see their point: with Sewanee
offering only its large and
beautiful domain, concerts,

speakers like Andrew Young,
four film groups — one of
which shows double-features,

the SS&OC, the Purph
Masque, the Pub, poetry

readings, and athletic events,

it is all too easy to rely on the

fraternities for entertainment.

this letter for a diatribe against

either sororities or fraternities.

Dealing With Death Penalty
(cont. from p. 7)

If they do so, their laws are

unjust. Even the Supreme

Court cannot legitimately

permit such intentional and

inalized killing of a

i being.

Furthe:

punishment also causes cruel

and inhuman suffering. The
period of awaiting execution is

a period of unrelieved torture,

and the protracting and uncer-

tainty flowing from delays and
appeals only add to this.

Furthermore, we cannot
discount suffering brought to

the friends and relatives of the

condemned and these are inno-

cent sufferings. Only those
who keep themselves distant

from the reality of what cap-
ital punishment is could avoid

seeing the monstrous suffering
involved in such a punishment.

death penalty, however, is not
the only effective means of
protecting society against

effective, and if we are afraid
of parole or pardon we could

make them illegal and thus

have an effective means to pun-

ish the guilty, but a means not

equal to the evil of capital pun-

ishment. This fear of life im-

prisonment also would equally

deter other, so we should avoid

the unnecessary evil of capital

punishment. We should choose

the lesser punishment which

can be equally effective and

thuB choose a lesser evil.

vengeance. A number of

people phoned in to the war-

den at the Utah prison asking

to be on the firing squad

of Gary Gilmore. These might

be the exceptions, but it shows

the tendency in people to rid

their frustrations

who is not the i

Thei cind of

made for

imprisonment. Since the possi-

bility of error can never be e-

radicated from any human jud-

frustrations.

Personally, I cannot bring

myself to see the justice of

capital punishment. I believe

it is a PER SE cruel punish-

ment that is unnecessary for

society to protect itself. It

is a ritual which solves nothing
that cannot be solved by

pen should always be

jided

light

of

Finally, in an argument
which COULD be open to

great exaggeration, the

opponents of capital

punishment sometimes argue

that such punishments corrupt

society by undermining respect

for human life and stirring up
the spirit of vindictiveness or

MCAT-DAT review course

Take it in Atajnta in 3 to 5 days anytime after March 1.

P.O. Box 77034. Atiant* GA 30309

Phone (404) 874-2454

rith . ; fello the

sort of camaraderie one feels

say, yelling one's voice out

with one's brother, or picking

out the chapter's flower. And
I certainly would never oppose

people getting together for

purposes of collective

entertainment. On the

contrary, I'm all in favor of

it: if you are bored in Sewanee

by yourself, by all means get

together with everyone else

who feels the same way

.

You all deserve each other.

Jonathan Bates

Sororities Con
(cont. from p. 11)

numerous activities upon
which to spend it — hiking,

climbing, caving, and volunteer

tutoring, to name a few.

weighed carefully against the

disadvantages. In this case,

the problems which are

attendant with sororities do

not seem to be worth the

benefits, especially when the

same result can he achieved

by lei

nable

Respectfully,

Laura Anna Barker

Betsy Carole Cox
Maibeth Jernigan Porter

Sororities Pro

(cont. from p. 11)

.
Wr

admit a hundred new members
the moment they ask for a

bid for obvious reasons of

manageability, nor can we say

at this point what our quota

will be. It is our hope that

other local sororities will

effort of integrating Sewanee
the i

t\ibri

-y university students

i separate into groups;

a small school such as

e to make these

ons rigid would be

uld upport

the organizations already

existing for this very purpose.

If the energy directed toward

forming sororities could be

uld

kind of social life they desire.

It appears that a "local"

sorority has been organized.

We here voice our opposition

to that organization, and any

others which should follow in

its wake. Exclusive groups such

as this will hamper the harmon-

ious life we have here at

Sewanee. It will affect all of

It will influence the

prospective women students of

the future and thereby alter

the compositon of incoming

classes (for the worse).

advantages should be

Social activities are of course

one of our objectives but

included among our antici-

pated activities are also charit-

able projects beneficial to the

community and scholastic

responsibility.

We think sororities should

be enjoyable and instructive.

If our chapter becomes a

divisive and destructive

institution, we believe it will

be the result of only those

people who wish to make it so,

and not our members. We
are not enforcing our views on

anyone, and we respect the

right of those who do not wish

to join. We ask only that our

right to be in existence be as

respected as that same right

of fraternities and other organ-

izations at Sewanee.

Theta Kappa Phi

Camp High Rocks, Cedar

Mountain, N.C. needs

counselors, especially those

with the W.S.I. , for its boy's

session June 11 to July 16.

For further information see

Mrs. Dorthea Wolf in the

basement of Carnegie.

lesser means. As a ritual

accomplish something:
others, release tin

some. But it dc

I am unwilling to pay. Utility

just cannot be my ultimate

foundation for law or justice.

The option I take does not

remove any problems, in

fact it may create more. But I

would rather live in a world with

them than kill another human
being in this way to solve them,

or perhaps pretend to solve

$unbr?ft (Daks (Saslle

Srsiaurant


